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Abstract— The B.I.S. recently revised the new IS: 456-2000. 

This standard deals with the general structural use of plain 

and reinforced concrete. Building contains various structural 

elements like beam, column, footing, etc. and each elements 

is designed as per Indian standard so while estimating 

materials and cost of project we have to estimate each 

elements manually but it is time consuming. In market 

various software’s available for estimating quantity of 

material required known as Quantity Take Off softwares but 

that softwares are costly and need higher skill operator to 

operate that software. For saving time in estimating of 

various structural elements, one need to have their own 

computer programme or design aids or spreadsheet. In this 

research we have developed excel programme spreadsheet 

for the quantity and material cost estimation of various 

structural elements like footing, beam, column and slab 

which helps us in faster calculation during design. This aids 

us to incorporate any changes and correction at planning 

stage and at execution level if needed. It enables us to give 

quicker results. We have also programmed in this spread 

sheet for total quantity of steel which will calculate the total 

weight and length of each diameter of bar ( i.e. 8mm, 10mm, 

12mm, 16mm, 20mm, 25mm). And in second part of 

programmed for quantity of materials for concrete design, 

estimate the total quantity of materials by entering 

characteristic of elements and grade of concrete mix. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The civil engineers are involved in planning, design and 

construction of structures i.e. building, bridges, dams 

etc…since early civilization. With the advancement of the 

science and technology, engineers have developed latest 

techniques to build structures of choice using  new materials 

like, R.C.C, Prestressed concrete etc. A structure consists of 

a series of connected parts used to support a load. Some of 

the elements composing a structure are tie rods, beams and 

columns. The combination of a structural elements and 

materials from which they are composed is referred to as a 

structural system.Many early civilizations produced great 

builders, skilled craftsmen who constructed magnificent 

buildings such as the Parthenon at Athens (2500 years old), 

the great Stupa at Sanchi (2000 years old), Taj Mahal (350 

years old), and Eiffel Tower (120 years old) and many more 

buildings around the world. These monuments tell us about 

the great feats accomplished by these craftsmen in analysis, 

design and construction of large structures. Today we see 

around us countless houses, bridges, fly-over, high-rise 

buildings and spacious shopping malls. Planning, analysis 

and construction of these buildings is a science by itself. The 

main purpose of any structure is to support the loads coming 

on it by properly transferring them to the foundation. Even 

animals and trees could be treated as structures. Indeed 

biomechanics is a branch of mechanics, which concerns 

with the working of skeleton and muscular structures.  

In the early periods houses were constructed along 

the riverbanks using the locally available material. They 

were designed to withstand rain and moderate wind. Today 

structures are designed to withstand earthquakes, tsunamis, 

cyclones and blast loadings. 

These have been made possible with the advances 

in structural engineering and a revolution in electronic 

computation in the past 50 years. The construction material 

industry has also undergone a revolution in the last four 

decades resulting in new materials having more strength and 

stiffness than the traditional construction material. 

These have been made possible with the advances 

in structural engineering and a revolution in electronic 

computation in the past 50 years. The construction material 

industry has also undergone a revolution in the last four 

decades resulting in new materials having more strength and 

stiffness than the traditional construction material. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

 Quantity survey and cost estimation material of 

various structural elements of entire building as per 

latest schedule of rates. 

 Preparing various programs using computer 

applications like M.S.OFFICE Excel spreadsheets 

for faster calculations of quantity survey of various 

structural elements and materials used in them.  

III. USER MANUAL FOR SPREAD SHEET 

A. To cost estimate of various structural elements of 

building first we need details drawing of the project which 

includes drawings of elevation, sections, plan and 

foundations layout, etc. By using this drawing data’s we 

have to inputs various properties of structural elements like 

length, width, breath , depth so we will easily estimate 

following : 

 Quantity of Concrete of Structural elements 

 Total Quantity of Concrete Work in cumec 

 Quantity of Steel of Structural elements 

 Total Quantity of Steel in kg 

After estimating above total quantities of various 

elements we just have to input current market rate of 

particular item per unit in abstract sheet we will state the 

total cost of project as well as total material quantity 

required for that project. 

The sample excel programme spreadsheet 

screenshots are shown below under the description of input 

methodology.  

1) Quantity of Concrete of Structural elements 

To estimate the quantity of concrete of various structure 

elements we just have to input characteristics of that 
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elements like length, width, depth or height in the box given 

in our excel sheet. Structural elements are highlighted as 

yellow in excel sheet we just have to edit description as our 

data. Eg. If footing 1 having size of width is equal to 0.50m 

length equal to 3m, and depth of 0.30m so in excel sheet we 

have to input first description as a Footing 1 than we have to 

enter the length, width , and depth and in data more than one 

elements of the same characteristics than we only have to 

enter the number in number cell. So immediately we will get 

the quantity of that elements Same we have to follow the 

process to enter data in excel sheet. Finally entering the 

above data our spread sheet will calculate the quantity of 

concrete of structural elements. 

 
Fig. 1: Quantity for the PCC work, Footing, Column up to 

terrace level 

Now for quantity of concrete work for Beam at 

various level we just follow process as above stated.  

 
Fig. 2: Quantity of concrete work for beam at various level 

Now to estimate the quantity of concrete for lintel 

at various floor level enter the characteristic like length,  

width , depth of lintels at various sections in spread sheet. 

Finally entering above data our spread sheet calculate the 

total quantity of concrete work for lintel of various floor 

level. 

 
Fig. 3: Quantity of concrete work for lintel at various floor 

level 

Now to estimate the quantity of concrete for slab at 

various floor level enter the characteristic like length, width, 

depth of slab in spread sheet. Finally entering above data our 

spread sheet calculate the total quantity of concrete work for 

slab of various floor level. 

To estimate the quantity of concrete for Staircase 

of various floor level enter the characteristic like base on 

beam, tread near beam, riser, tread, landing, beam at landing 

level of staircase in spread sheet. Finally entering above data 

our spread sheet calculate the total quantity of concrete work 

for staircase of various floor level. 

 
Fig. 4: Quantity of concrete work for slab and staircase at 

various floor level 

2) Total Quantity of Concrete Work in cumec 

Now just move to tab [Total Concrete] in spread sheet for 

total quantity of Concrete work in cumec, In that spread 

sheet you will see that the total quantity of each work is 

automatically calculated from our data entered and from the 

calculated total quantity the spread sheet estimate the 

number of cement bags, Sand, Aggregate required for 

Concrete mix M-20. 
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Fig. 5: Total Quantity of Concrete Work in cumec 

3) Quantity of Steel of Structural elements 

To estimate the quantity of steel of various structure 

elements we just have to input characteristics of that 

elements like diameter of bar used in that element, length of 

bar of that element and number of bar of same properties in 

the box given in our excel sheet. Structural elements are 

highlighted as yellow in excel sheet we just have to edit 

description as our data. Eg. If in footing  1, column C1 is of 

10mm diameter and the from detailed drawing the length of 

that bar is 1.93m and the only one bar is having same 

property in that column so entering the data in the cell the 

total weight of that bar is calculated in kilogram(kg) 

automatically and is shortout based on its diameter. 

Similarly, We have to follow the process to enter data in 

excel sheet. Finally entering the above data our spread sheet 

will calculate the quantity of steel in kg of structural 

elements. 

 
Fig. 6(1): Quantity of Steel of Structural elements 

 
Fig. 6(2): Shortout Table of Quantity of Steel of Structural 

elements as based on diameter 

4) Total Quantity of Steel in kg 

Now just move to tab [ Total Steel ] in spread sheet for total 

quantity of steel in kg , In that spread sheet you will see that 

the total quantity of each work is automatically calculated 

from our data entered. 

 
Fig. 7: Total Quantity of steel in kg 

B. User Manual for Programming of Quantity of Concrete 

Work 

To calculate the number of cement bags, sand , aggregate 

required in the any structural element we have to enter the 

size of that element in the yellow cell and just have to enter 

the Concrete Mixing Grade, Our excel spread sheet 

immediately calculate the total number of cement bags , 

sand , aggregate required for that size you provide of that 

element. 

 
Fig. 8: Programming for quantity of material for concrete 

design 

1) Verification of programming for Concrete work: 

Find the quantity of material require for structure element 

having length, width, depth is 1m,1m,1m respectively. 

Assume necessary data. 

Data Given: 

Grade of Concrete: M20 

Size of element     : L= 1 m 

     B= 1 m 

     D= 1 m 

Wet Concrete Qty. = L * B * D = 1 * 1 * 1 = 1 cumec 

Dry Concrete Qty. = 54% extra of wet qty 

    = 0.54+ 1 

    = 1.54 cumec 

For M20 Grade concrete, 

No. of cement Bags: = 1.54*(1/5.5) * (1/0.034) 

     = 8.23 Bags 

Sand           = 1.54*(1.5/5.5) 

                   = 0.42 Cum 

             Aggregate   = 1.54*(3/5.5) 

    = 0.84 Cum 
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Comparison Table for Programming 

Sr.No. & 

Description 

Qty 

calculated 

manually 

Qty calculated 

using 

programming 

Remarks 

1. No of 

Cement bags 
8.23 bags 8.23 bags 

100 % 

accuracy 2. Sand 0.42 cumec 0.42 cumec 

3. Aggregate 0.84 cumec 0.84 cumec 

Table 1: Comparison Table for Programming 

C. Abstract Sheet / Cost Estimation 

Now move on the tab [ Abstract ] to get total cost of project 

and total material quantity required to accomplish project. 

For cost estimate of the project we have to enter the current 

market rate of material in Rupees per unit quantity in the 

column of Rate and material quantity is automatically 

synchronize from our data entry of each structural elements. 

Finally entering above data we will get the total cost of 

project.  

 
Fig. 9: Abstract Sheet / Cost Estimation sheet 

IV. CONCLUSION 

On the successful completion of this research, the following 

outcomes are concluded: 

 Creating various computer programs for designing 

of structural elements.  

 Using these programs to incorporate quick changes 

in design if and when needed at planning and 

execution level of project. 

 Quantity estimation of every structural element for 

the whole building manually as well as using excel 

spreadsheets. 

 Calculation of qty. of cement bags, sand, aggregate 

and steel required in building. 

 Preparing an Abstract Sheet using these quantities 

& giving the cost estimation of materials for whole 

building as per latest schedule of rates. 

 Creating the excel spreadsheet to calculate quantity 

of materials according to grade of concrete in 

R.C.C. used for a particular element. 

 Creating the excel spreadsheet to calculate total 

quantity of steel required in whole building for a 

particular diameter of bar. 

 We can use these programmings to provide break 

up of quantity of materials needed on a particular 

level or stage of work during execution of project. 
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